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Tod, a young fox, and Copper, a hound pup, love to play together every chance they get. When

they get lost in the woods during a game of hide-and-seek, they learn that a true friend always sticks

by you!
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Our grandson had become a "Cars 2" fanatic when he was 3, but I wanted to make sure he was

also exposed to the old Disney classics as well, so Grandpa and I decided to get a collection of

Little Golden Books based on all of the Disney movie classics. I ordered this book by mistake,

thinking it was the 1981 Disney movie "The Fox and the Hound" condensed into its 24 pages. That

movie came out a few years prior to the birth of my older son, so it's not a movie I'd even seen

myself - I did read up on it a bit prior to the book's arrival, and was looking forward to reading the

Little Golden Book version of a movie which had themes about how to maintain a friendship despite

societal pressures to conform (a fox and a hound being natural adversaries). While this book

doesn't reflect that, it's a cute story about loyalty and friendship, and does at least introduce several

of the movie's characters (a red fox named Tod, his friend Copper the hound dog, Big Mama the

owl, Boomer the woodpecker and Dinky the finch.) I'll keep looking for a book based on the movie,

but I'm one who feels - especially since I've babysat both of my grandsons since birth with another



new arrival due in September - that you can never have enough children's books around to spark

their interest in reading, so I'm not too concerned about receiving something different than I thought

I'd be receiving... and since I happened to purchase it when  was having a "4 for the price of 3" sale,

I suppose I actually received this book "free", and how can anyone complain about that? Just

thought I'd point it out to anyone who might be thinking the same thing I did prior to ordering it.

This is my favorite Disney movie so I got the book for a baby shower where gifts were supposed to

be to start the baby's "library."Only thing I will say is that if you've seen the movie, this book doesn't

follow it exactly... the book has a "happy" ending where Tod and Copper stay kids and remain

friends.... kind of a shock if you know the film.

I bought this book for my Granddaughter for her Birthday(April 8th), for her mother and father to

read to her before she goes to bed at night. When it's time for bed they sit on the couch with her in

between them and they take turns reading to her until she gets tired. She loves books with dogs

especially because she has a beagle doggie for a pet. She loves this book and it helps her to

identify with her doggie because she'll point to her doggie while they are reading the book to her

and they will explain to her that her doggie is just like the one in the book. She really loves this book

and trys to get one of her parents to read it to her all day long and it usually is read to her at least

6xs a day. My Granddaughter just turned 2yrs. old and is learning to talk and this book has helped

her learn some new words to say. Great Book!!!!!!

Super cheaply reproduced. The quality of a cereal box book. Actually, the ones that Cheerios put

out a couple years ago are still better than this- and they are free! You literally have to make a

BEND the cover to be able to read the pages effectively. Nothing AT ALL like the quality of Golden

Books I had growing up.Story also seems poorly written. My daughter loves the Fox and the Hound

movies, and is pretty bored with this book.Between these two problems, this book sees very little

circulation in our house,Yes, I know that this book is inexpensive. But I am a chronic  shopper, and

any other book I have ordered (no matter the price) has far exceeded this one)

This is not a shortened book-version of the movie. It's a different story. Still cute, but just wanted

others to know that if you're looking for a book version of The Fox and the Hound Movie, this is not

it.



I got this book for my daughter years ago. At two she named her new black/ white Springer Spaniel

"Copper". Everyone thought it was a reference to Cops/police. No its,....... oh read the story you'll

understand.

I have enjoyed golden books since I was little kid and lookinig forward to sharing these stories with

my son. Perfect size book and excellent amount of pages to read before bedtime not to mention the

great illustrations.

Loved this when i was growing up so i brought it for my son who seems to enjoy it...may not

understand it fully yet though
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